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			Build an in-depth understanding of the Istio service mesh and see why a service mesh is required for a distributed application. This book covers the Istio architecture and its features using a hands-on approach with language-neutral examples. To get your Istio environment up and running, you will go through its setup and learn the concepts of control plane and data plane. You will become skilled with the new concepts and apply them with best practices to continuously deliver applications.

		
			What You Will Learn

			
				Discover the Istio architecture components and the Envoy proxy
	
				Master traffic management for service routing and application deployment
	
				Build application resiliency using timeout, circuit breakers, and connection pools
	
				Monitor using Prometheus and Grafana
	
				Configure application security  


		
			Who This Book Is For

		
			Developers and project managers who are trying to run their application using Kubernetes. The book is not specific for any programming language even though all examples will be in Java or Python.
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Creating Blogs with JekyllApress, 2016

	Learn to create your own blog using the Jekyll static site generator. You’ll start with a simple template, add new features to it, automate any maintenance, attach social sharing, and begin writing. By the end of Creating Blogs with Jekyll, you will be able to create custom blogs with Jekyll, update the content with ease, and...
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Smart Antennas: State of the Art (Eurasip Book Series on Signal Processing & Communications)Hindawi Publishing, 2005
Smart Antennas—State of the Art brings together the broad expertise of 41 European experts in smart antennas. They provide a comprehensive review and an extensive analysis of the recent progress and new results generated during the last years in almost all fields of smart antennas and MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) transmission. The...
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iPhone 3D Programming: Developing Graphical Applications with OpenGL ESO'Reilly, 2010

	
		What does it take to build an iPhone app with stunning 3D graphics? This book will show you how to apply OpenGL graphics programming techniques to any device running the iPhone OS -- including the iPad and iPod Touch -- with no iPhone development or 3D graphics experience required. iPhone 3D Programming provides clear...
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HTML5 and JavaScript Projects: Build on your Basic Knowledge of HTML5 and JavaScript to Create Substantial HTML5 ApplicationsApress, 2018

	Build on your basic knowledge of HTML5 and JavaScript to create substantial HTML5 applications. Through the many interesting projects you can create in this book, you'll develop HTML5 skills for future projects, and extend the core skills you may have learned with its companion book, The Essential Guide to HTML5.
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NLTK EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build cool NLP and machine learning applications using NLTK and other Python libraries


	About This Book

	
		Extract information from unstructured data using NLTK to solve NLP problems
	
		Analyse linguistic structures in text and learn the concept of semantic analysis and parsing
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Software Solutions for Engineers and ScientistsCRC Press, 2007
Our book was conceived as a programming toolkit and a problem-solving resource for professional engineers and scientists who take on the role of programmers. The book’s original idea was based on the fact that engineers and scientists often need to develop software to suit their particular needs, but hardly ever are they...
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